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Mums to be thousands of dollars worse off under PPL changes
Thousands of mothers may be forced to return to work early after having a baby if the
Federal Government’s proposed paid parental leave plan is introduced says the Executive
Director of The Parenthood.
New parents in low-paid jobs could lose up to $10,500 under the PPL changes, according
to research commissioned by Fair Agenda and carried out by the University of Sydney’s
Women and Work Research Group.
The Parenthood represents the interests of more than 40 000 parents; Executive Director
Jo Briskey says the PPL changes are a step back for mothers.
“We are talking about part time teachers, ambulance officers and mothers working in
Woolworths. These women are integral members of our community who help educate our
children and save lives. Under this scheme they will all be worse off if they have a baby,
some by up to $10,500.”
The Parenthood’s Jo Briskey said the proposal is hugely unpopular with parents.
“Under the current scheme mothers can use both their employer based schemes and the
government PPL payments. For thousands of women that means they can stay at home for
up to a year to bond with their baby. Under the proposal many women won’t have any
financial support after 18 weeks.”
Ms Briskey said parents will financially struggle to have a baby, with some delaying it, going
into debt to make ends meet or having to go back to work early.
“What we don’t want is for mothers to be forced to go back to work early. Particularly if they
are breastfeeding. Many workplaces are not set up to provide breastfeeding mothers with
the appropriate facilities and support.”
Australia has one of the worst PPL schemes in the OECD.
“While other countries are moving forward, our government is taking away thousands of
dollars in PPL benefits to mothers. It doesn’t make any sense, particularly when the World
Health Organisation recommends that women breastfeed exclusively for the first six months
of a babies life.”
“If they only receive 18 weeks of leave and have to return to work because of financial
reasons, how are they meant to physically maintain breastfeeding? Let alone bond with their
baby.”
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